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During the week of
ar I ?ril 10-14, many places
le I round the world will be obar I Irving Pride Week, which
le |
celebrates the identity and
acceptance of gay, lesbian,
risexual, and transgendered
>r |
people,
d I
University of the Pacific
ie I il also be joining the event,
e I lie Pacific Pride Center is
h I rganizing Pride Week 2006,
tt I hich runs through Friday,
y I
Lila Bronson, the assod|
nation's president, and Lex
xheuble have been tirelessly
. orking to run the event.
"We've had a little bit of
stress," said Bronson. "But
j |I'm really happy to be doing

this."
The purpose of Pride
Week is to unite the commu
nity and bring visibility to
the Pride organization, said
Bronson.
During the week sev
eral events were held around
campus. On Monday, Min
nesota indie musician Ellis
performed at the Summit
Cafe. Ellis runs her own re
cord label and is acclaimed
for her touching and joyful
acoustic rock.
Audience members en
joyed the show and came to
Bronson afterward, leaving
positive comments. Many of
Ellis' t-shirts and CDs were
Continued on page 2

|Sean Snaith
'Named to USA Today
lEconomic Panel
uuren Hersh

University Relations
Director of Univer
sity of the Pacific's Business
recasting Center, Sean
I -naith, has been named to
R 60-member USA Today
I economic Forecast Panel.
I cis is the fifth national foreI citing panel to which Snaith
I bs been appointed since
ining Pacific (others include
lie National Association for
I business Economics (NABE)
I Consensus Outlook Panel,
I "iladelphia Federal Reserve
|;enk's Survey of Professional
recasters, the Livingston
crvey and the monthly
I -omberg Economic Outk Survey.)
The USA Today Economic
recast Panel is polled quarI -rlv regarding their forecasts
r the U.S. economy, and
quarterly survey often
1 "dudes topical questions

Ire

of current interest, giving
panelists the opportunity to
weigh in on everything from
what a spike in home sales
may mean to the impact that
fears of a bird flu pandemic
may have on the economy.
Snaith says he is
honored to have been asked.
"To be included among the
top economic forecasters in
the nation is quite an honor,"
said Snaith. "I hope that this
association brings additional
recognition to the University
of the Pacific, the Eberhardt
School of Business and the
Business Forecasting Cen
ter."
Donald DeRosa, President
of University of the Pacific,
says, "Dr. Snaith's continued
recognition as a national ex
pert brings further prestige
to the Eberhardt School of
Business and the University
Continued on page 2

Pacific to Lose
Language
Programs

Partly Cloudy

High 72. Low 54

Friday
Showers

High 69. Low 52

Saturday
Few Showers

High 61, Low 53

COMMUNICATION
SYMPOSIUM at
PACIFIC

Brion Domnigo
Cuest Writer
Communication is every
Andrew Summers
where.
From commenting
guage v-uui»c
course to
Cuest Writer
iu count
iuum for
ror
on
a
friend's
MySpace site to
one
Students at the University
°f their General Eduspeaking
in
front
of important
of the Pacific are rallying to- cation requirements. With
executives, communication
principles saturate all fields.
University of the Pacific's
communication department
offers you a chance to learn
how and why.
Join communication stu
dents, faculty, alumni and
professionals for the Third
Annual Communication Sym
posium at DeMarcus Brown
Theater - Drama 1 from 11:30
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Participation
is free, and refreshments will
be provided throughout the
day.
"In this twenty-first century
we are now experiencing, no
topic is more relevant than
communication," Symposium
Committee Chairman David
Frederickson said. "Pacific's
Third Annual Communica
tion Symposium offers an
opportunity to explore the
almost endless possibilities. It
will be a terrific program."
Various panels throughout
PhotograpTTEyDanCammarano
Two of the primary organizers of the population at Pacific who
the day will address com
oppose the language department changes Inez Ruiz-Houston and
munication issues and expe
Jose Orta, president of the Association of Latin American students. riences associated with all in
gether to show support for the proposed changes, terests. Panelists will examine
an academic department students will no longer emerging, new media trends
they feel is necessary to their be able to take a first-year such as blogging and podcasteducation.
The Modern foreign language to fulfill ing, discuss developments
communication-related
Language and Literature de this requirement and will in
partment, which houses the have to take a literature professions, as well as talk
about how higher education
foreign language program, course.
has recently been under
There are several prob prepares candidates for realattack. Several weeks ago, lems with the proposed world practices.
"The purpose of Communi
the German major was cut changes. First, 87 percent
from the university, and this of the 56 schools compa cation Symposium is to devel
week there will be a vote to rable to Pacific require all op a bridge between the class
remove all first-year foreign students to take at least room and the professional
language classes from the two semesters of a foreign world," said communication
General Education require language. With this pro department Chairperson Dr.
ments.
posed change, Pacific will Qingwen Dong. "As a result,
Currently, students can fall into the bottom 13 per- we've invited professionals,
alumni, faculty and students.
choose to take an English
literature or a first year lanContinued on page 3
Continued on page 2

The Pacifican
Mystique from page 1

sold by the end of the show.
On Tuesday, the Pride
Center hosted a film night
and showed episodes of the
mini-series 'Angels in Amer
ica.' The show, adapted by
playwright Tony Kushner
for television, details the tri
als of several gay men dur
ing the 1980s.
Wednesday the Pride
Center held an art gallery in
the Redwood Room.
Interested students could
create posters, murals, or
paintings with an overall
theme of defied gender
roles.
Tonight, the Pride
Center is putting on Safe
Zone Training in the Pacific
Theater from 4:00 to 5:30.
The Safe Zone Training,
essentially sensitivity train
ing, works to give students
a greater understanding of
people who are conflicted
about their sexuality.
Also tonight, the Pride
Center is co-sponsoring the
Battle of the Bands, which
USA TODAY from page 1

as a whole. Most important
ly, it is another example of
how Pacific students learn
alongside world-class educa
tors and practitioners in their
fields."
The Business Fore
casting Center, founded in
2004 and housed within the
Eberhardt School of Busi
ness, produces quarterly
economic forecasts of the
United States, California
and 11 major metropolitan
areas from Sacramento to
Fresno to the San Francisco
Bay Area. The forecasts may
be downloaded for viewing
and printing from the web
at http://forecast.pacific.e
du. The Eberhardt School
of Business is one of a small
number of Business schools
producing comprehensive
quarterly forecasts of the
U.S. economy. In addition
to its forecasting program,
the Center offers consult
ing services to businesses
and government including
economic impact studies,
survey analysis, econometric
studies, and forecasting.

runs from 6:00 until mid
night. The event, expected to
draw many people, will pro
mote awareness of the AIDS
epidemic.
The Pride Center holds
Pride Week annually in the
spring semester and the ac
companying Coming Out
Week during the fall semes
ter.
The Pride resource cen
ter, which opened in 2003,
is in the basement of John
Ballantyne hall. It works to
create a supportive environ
ment for all Pacificans anc
community members. It is a
safe place for people to go to
if they are having problems
with gender identity or sexu
ality. It also welcomes fam
ily members, students, anc
other straight allies.
HOME from page 1

We are certain that our stu
dents will learn about rel
evant communication trends
from their peers, profession
als, and professors."
"I'm looking forward to
learning from the panelists
about strategies I'll need to
succeed in a communication
field," said communication
graduate student Jacqueline
Montelongo.
Throughout the day, the
event will showcase novel,
scholarly research conducted
during the semester. Stu
dents from the communica
tion research methods course
will present posters detailing
their research projects' ob
jectives, design and results.
Graduate students from the
department will also display
research posters outlining
their thesis projects.
"The Symposium will
be a great opportunity to
show off the communication
department's
accomplish
ments, and at the same time,
it will be a great learning ex
perience," said Robin Terry, a

tor more mformation, contact Brian
Domnigo at commsymposium

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
APRIL 2-8, 2006
1. ARREST STADIUM
LOT 4/1/06
Officers received a call of
a subject leaving one of the
residential halls. The subject
was stumbling and getting
into his vehicle. Officers ob
served the vehicle near the
stadium lot and made a traf
fic stop. Subject was under
the influence and CHP ar
rived to process the driver.
2. SUSPICIOUS PER
SON PERSHING AVE. 4/
1/06
Officers responded to a
call of a transient sleeping
under the bridge. Officers
located a 17 year old who
had several knives on his
person. Officers learned the
juvenile was reported as an
out of control juvenile by the
sherifffs office. He was taken
into custody and the knives
were booked into property.
3. THEFT GRACE COVELL 4/2/06
Suspect forced his way
into Bon Appetite and took
several items from the of
fice. The suspect left his cell
phone behind which officers
were able to identify him
from. Suspect was contacted
and admitted to the crime.
Theft was referred to the Dis
trict Attorneyfs Office.
4. SUSPICIOUS ACTIV
ITY BANNISTER
HALL
4/3/06
Officers received a call of

possible marijuana in the
men's restroom. Officers
were unable to identify the
source of the smell and gen
erated a consolidated report
on the activity.
5. LOST/STOLEN CEN
TRAL CAMPUS 4/3/06
Officer took a report on a
lost cell phone.
6. TRESPASSING PA
CIFIC HOUSE 4/5/06
Officers located a tran
sient going through the
Dumpster. Subject was cited
for trespassing in February
and received another cita
tion for the same offense.
7. CASUALTY CENTRAL
CAMPUS 4/5/06
Officers assisted a subject
in need of medical assis
tance who wasn't feeling
well. Subject was transport
ed to St Josephfs Medical
Facility.
8. VANDALISM PHYSI
CAL PLANT 4/6/06
Physical Plant reports
someone broke out one of
their windows.
9. VANDALISM N. SER
VICE RD. 4/6/06
Victim reports someone
placed a large piece of
concrete on the hood of
their vehicle, which caused
a dent.
10. ARREST TOWERVIEW APTS. 4/6/06 Offi
cers located a subject in the
Dumpsters. A subsequent

search revealed he had a hy
podermic needle in his pos
session. He was cited for the
needle and trespassing.
11. VANDALISM PHYSI
CAL PLANT4 / 6 / 06
Staff reports someone broke
out a window in their build
ing.
12. Noise McCaffrey Center
4/7/06
Officers responded to a call
of noise from a party. Officers
responded and the party was
shut down.
13. Casaulty McCaffrey
Center 4/7/06
Officers responded to a
call of a medical emergency.
Subject was transported to the
hospital.
14. Noise Townhouses 4/
7/06
Officers responded to a call
of noise from a party. Officers
responded and the party was
shut down.
15. Arrest Central Campus
4/8/06
Officers stopped a vehicle
for a traffic violation. Suspect
in vehicle approached officer
and refused to back away.
Suspect was arrested and a
report filed.
16. Aided North Campus
4/8/06
Officer responded to a call
from a student and filed a
report for a vehicle theft that
occurred off campus.

April 13, 2006
recognized programs.
Lastly,
the proposed
changes contradict the uni
of its peer institutions. versity's plan to gain a more
Removing first year foreign "global orientation." Pacific
_lt cuage from General Edu- has stated that it wishes to
inon will damage Pacific's achieve a more internation
rutation and status as an al perspective by the year
rb-ntution of higher learn 2015. Foreign languages
ing.
are one of the most essential
Second, this move will parts of a global orientation
drastically reduce enroll- and in gaining an interna
-ent in the foreign language tional perspective. Making
department, resulting in changes that will cause cuts
_nding cuts and reduction to the foreign language de
: languages offered. It will partment is the worst thing
djo make it more difficult that Pacific can do if it re
:er many students to study ally cares about attaining its
reign languages at all. stated goals.
Pacific has a renowned inStudents at Pacific are
rernational studies program not letting these changes
% hich relies on the foreign go through without a fight.
anguage department to They have organized a pro
attract and educate its stu test that will take place out
dents.
side of the meeting where
A shrinking foreign lan the proposed change will
guage department will have be voted on. Immediately
detrimental effects on one
following the protest the
of Pacific's best and most student government of the
Languages

from page 1

School of International
Studies will host a lit
erature and poetry reading
featuring literature and po
etry from all the languages
offered at Pacific, including
English.
The students
believe
that they can make a dif
ference and appreciate
any support they can get.
They are greatly concerned
about the national reputa
tion of Pacific falling and
the effect that will have
on the credibility of their
education.
If you would like to
support their cause in
maintaining the academic
integrity of University
of tire Pacific, please call
Provost Phil Gilbertson,
who has the final say in
the matter (946-2551 or
pgilbertson@pacific.edu )
or Lou Matz, the Associate
Dean of COP (946-3093 or
lmatz@pacific.edu)

Bakersfield College

Pacific takes
KUOP off the
market
Plana to dell station later
Joe Brennan
Pacific Media Relations
University of the Pa
cific announced that it has
decided to defer the sale
of KUOP-FM 91.3, a non
commercial/educational ra
dio station serving Stockton
and Modesto.
The University had of
fered the station for sale
earlier this year but was not
satisfied with the proposals it
received.
Pacific will retain owner
ship of the license, and it
plans to continue its agree
ment with Capital Public
Radio, Inc., to provide
management, programming

and operations services.
Sacramento-based CPR has
operated KUOP for Pacific
since 2000.
The University will put the
station back on the market
within a year, said Patrick
Cavanaugh, vice president
for business and finance.
"The
Stockton
and
Modesto radio markets were
recently ranked among the
top 10 fastest-growing mar
kets in the nation in terms
of radio advertising expen
ditures," Cavanaugh said.
"The strong population and
economic growth in KUOP's
service area will cause the
station's value to continue to
increase."

per unit!
• (ret a head start on next year
with summer classes at PC.

i
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• Choose from basics like
English, math and history.
S Strengthen your
basic writing for
those long terms ahead!?**'* ^
^ Take basketball or
swimming for
summer fun!
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Hollencomium Music Reviews
Bv Richmond Hollen
Staff Writer

Indie rock has trans
formed itself from a physical
characteristic of a band's
management team to a mu
sic genre. Where years ago,
in order to be "indie rock"
you couldn't be signed by
a major label, bands today,
such as Death Cab For Cutie
and The Killers still hold
onto their "indie" title.
The indie genre seems to
encompass bands that might
sign with the major labels on
one condition: creative inde
pendence. These bands can't
be described by any other
genre, so they are lumped
into this completely and
utterly diverse genre that
values the creative process
and experimentation above
all else. Today we will look
at artists who fit into this
genre, but play completely
different types of music.

this aspect of their music
is there, they just need to
spend some time indoors to
cultivate it. You can call the
vocalist calming if you wish,
but sometimes he seems to
be droning. Their sound is
definitely derived from their
influences, which include Pe
dro The Lion and Jets To Bra
zil, so if you like those check
out Airport Cathedral.

Andrew Bird
Skin Is, My
"Andrew Bird and the Myste
rious Production of Eggs"
Something will always
bother me about Andrew
Bird, until of course it hap
pens. Why isn't the man more
popular? He has all of the
key ingredients, including
being a diverse and talented
musician and a dreamboat.
His talents stretch from be
ing a "professional whistler"
to an excellent vocalist, not
to mention an accomplished
violinist.
His music can be char
acterized by mixing early
John Mayer with Thelonious
Monk. "Skin Is, My," off his
newest release, The Mysteri
ous Production of Eggs, is a
rollercoaster of lyrical puzzles
and a dizzying array of tem
pos and loops. Deep drums
accompanied by the plucking
of a violin transitions to jazz
drums laced with two electric
guitars while still escorting
the violin. Overall, Andrew
Bird creates an eclectic brand
of jazz-pop that is accessible
to all music lovers.
Originality: 8.4
Catchiness: 7.1
Personal: 8.7

Airport Cathedral
Righteous
"Jetlag"
There are certain cities in
the United States that seem
to breed musicians so fast
the rest of the nation can't
keep up. Seattle is one of
these cities. It's probably the
rain that keeps these musi
cians inside working on their
music throughout the year.
Airport Cathedral is one of
these Seattle bands. They
are quite new, releasing their
first album this year, and are
still working out some of the
kinks.
There are some things I
like about them musically
and things that I really don't
like about them. While their
instrumentation is on the
right track, they still need to
develop their experimenta
tion.

Originality: 4.8
Catchiness: 7.2
Personal: 6.2

Originality: 6.9
Catchiness: 5.5
Personal: 8.3
Checkoutthepacifican.com
for a weekly podcast of the
songs reviewed on the Hollencomium Music Reviews.

Graham Coxon
Standing On My Own Again
"Love Travels At Illegal
Speeds"
Graham Coxon is an
other British artist invading
the review. Of the disbanded
Blur, Coxon creates a pop-

The Epicurean Restaurant Review
La Cabana
Bv Jeffrey Morgan

with what seem to be Mexi
satisfied with the meal. I give
can decorations inside. The this restaurant four tummy
building is like a diner yet rubs and suggest everyone
I think that good Mexi filled with Mexican restau
who likes simple good Mexi
can food is one of the great rant decorations. I ordered
can food try this restaurant
qualities that defines Cali the chicken fajitas and felt
and as Scooter said, "If you
fornia. Having traveled to that it was very clean and
wanna blast from the past
the northern east coast and well flavored. The service
and a good meal come to this
tasting what seems to be a was quick and the staff polite.
restaurant."
sad imitation of Californian There is nothing especially
Mexican food. La Cabana is fantastic about it and I think
La Cabana
a fine example of the charm that this is part of its appeal.
4641 Pacific Ave.
of Mexican restaurants in It is a simple restaurant with
Stockton, CA 95207
California. The restaurant quick and reliable service. I
itself looks like a strange felt the food was overpriced
seventies style structure at times, yet all in all I was
Staff Writer

rock album blended with hi.
previous musical experience
from Blur, who had hits such
as "Beetlebum" and "Craz
Beat." Graham Coxon is
hailed as one of England's
up and coming musicians
mostly because he plays
everything you hear in one
of his songs. Drums, bass,
lead, whatever, he plays it,
Coxon is a tamer, older and
wiser version of the Arctic
Monkeys that were reviewed
previously.

4 Tummy Rubs

Mikey Vu's col
umn, "Fear and
Loathing
will be return
ing in the near
future. Thank
you for your
support!

LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES
out a engineering student
who is also an Aries, and
work with them to make
prototypes on the levee. Just
remember, after the flood
you'll be responsible for repopulating Pacific. Tonight,
go see Battle of the Bands on
Brookside Field.

h Don Commarono

Astrological analyst

Aquarius 1/20-2/18
Stars that I have spoken
:o have told me that you
ave enjoyed PRIDE week
o far. Just remember that
RIDE week can be for all
: us. Think of something
nat you're proud of and
-t the world know, unless
: has something to do with
rnana Bread, that's just
eird. Tonight, go see Battle
: the Bands on Brookside
Held.

Gemini 5/21-6/21
How many blonds does it
take to screw in a light bulb?
Who cares? Blond jokes are
mean and immature. Your
mission for this week Gemini,
is to find a blonde (cannot be
yourself) and pay them three
compliments that have noth
ing to do with looks, smell or
how good they are in bed.
Tonight, go see Battle of the
Bands on Brookside Field.

Cancer 6/22-7/22
You may be feeling that
the weeks are racing by
faster than a Trekky who just
saw Michael Dorn. Slow it
down a little, put in a little
Barry White and enjoy life
one reading assignment at
a time. After all, you only
get to enjoy college like this
Pisces 2/19-3/20
once; employers look down
This is an odd time in the on sleeping in the office and
rtnester for you to be suf- weekend parties in the copy
rrmg from home sickness, room. Tonight, go see Battle
ut it could still happen. Ac- of the Bands on Brookside
rding to the relative posi- Field.
::n of Uranus, you'll need
try to focus on things you Leo 7/23-8/22
are about home, that should
I watched a fish in the wa
-elp. Tonight, go see Battle ter jump the other day, and
: the Bands on Brookside according to ancient UOP
Held.
texts this means that you will
have a wonderful week, filled
Aries 3/21-4/19
with all kinds of fun, and
Too many times has a if you play your cards right
acific student gone hun- your love life should spark a
.. in search of intellectual few fires, too. Tonight, go see
jghtenment; after all the Battle of the Bands on Brook
::dy cannot live on MLA side Field.
ling alone. Search out the
led Summito, that legend- Virgo 8/23-9/22
- Burrito from the summit
It's tough being one of the
is both tasty, filling the "hot ones" on campus, but
:iv and mind. Tonight, go Virgo you earned it with those
Battle of the Bands on great looks. Look for fellow
"ookside Field.
hot people, you may have
to go all the way to Paris to
anis 4/20-5/20
find them, just watch out for
'.Ve have been blessed with the hot people there who do
Ti rain to start construc- not bathe or shave. Tonight,
a new Ark, so this is go see Battle of the Bands on
nission, Taurus. Seek Brookside Field.
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Libra 9/23-10/22
Being a bad influence is
dependent on who you are
influencing and how many
of them actually follow your
path to destruction. If you
must be a bad influence,
try influencing members of
society who are already be
yond help, like vegetarians.
Tonight, go see Battle of the
Bands on Brookside Field.

Editor-in-Chief
Faculty Adviser
News Editor &
Managing Assistant
Perspectives Editor
Lifestyles Editor
Sports Editor
Photographers

Scorpio 10/23-11 / 21
From time to time some
one will keep something
from you for your own damn
good. Do not retaliate, this
will only make the stars up
set. Simply wait out the other
person, and if they do not
seem to budge, then make a
move, but be honest, no one
likes an Ass Hat. Tonight, go
see Battle of the Bands on
Brookside Field.

Business Manager &
Advertising Manager
Advertising Designer
Distribution

Sagittarius 11/22-12/21
Today is a day to check
your phone over and over
again for text messages from
your secret admire. This may
not make any sense, since all
cell phones have caller ID,
but you know, this is how se
cret admirers either get what
they want or get a restraining
order. Tonight, go see Battle
of the Bands on Brookside
Field.
Capricorn 12/22-1/19
Life is full of all kinds of
deceptions, and many times
those deceptions are caused
by your own mind. Take a
second to reevaluate your
beliefs and come to new con
clusions, you may find that
there is something you've
been missing, like a special
discount at a store you don't
like. Tonight, go see Battle
of the Bands on Brookside
Field.

The Horoscopes are not com
pleted by a certified Astrologer;
they are a humorous addition
to this college publication. The
Pacifican does not intend to of
fend or insult anyone.

Jennifer Hite-Smith
Dr. Alan Ray
Erin Birmingham
Shane Cipris
Mi key Vu
Scott Behnam
Tina Brehmer
Dan Cammarano

Business Staff

Layout Design

Joshua Herzbrun
Erin Birmingham
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Erin Birmingham
John Pinano
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Erin Birmingham
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advertising. For more information, contact our
advertising staff at (209) 946-2114
• Classified-Classified advertising can be
purchased $1 per line for Pacific staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. Please call
(209) 946-2115
How to Subscribe
• A one year subscription to The Pacifican costs
$32 ($17 per semester)
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The Pacifican 3601 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA
95211 attn: Subscriptions
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ported by ASUOP and the student activity fee.
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A River Runs
Through... PACIFIC
dim would have been forced
to release more water than
the channel could hold.
Jeremy Hilgert, a junior at
Pacific, pointed to a tuft of
branches poking out of the
fast moving water and said
'There was an island there
1 . last week.
One of X;the
:: • " main•' 'concerns
• '
for the San Joaquin Office
•f Emergency services is
that when water levels rise,
people are increasingly in
terested. Water can be swift
|'£ moving and hazardous if you
ear ioo '

.

A jet skiier enjoys the excessive water on Wednesday.

Over what seems like the
past few weeks, Pacific has
been pounded by heavy rain
and now our river shows it.
On Wednesday afternoon,
a group of engineering
students walked
out to
the bridge and discussed
how much more water it
would take for the river to
go over its banks and flood
the school. This prompted a
poll on ThePacificanOnline
which still has some pretty
surprising numbers.
The question was "Do
you want the levee to break
and /or flood campus?" 56.3
percent of the respondents
said they would like the
levee to break and flood
; while the rest either
poll question

entirely or did not want the
levy to break at all. « * _ Tgl
Bu t what do the students ot
this University really know
about the Calaveras River?
What is causing the high
flows and when will it end?
The Calaveras River which
splits Pacific in two is fed by
the New Hogan Reservoir.
Located thirty miles east of
Stockton is a damn which
holds back water and is the
feeding tube for the Calav
eras River.
Starting on April 5 th, 2006,
the New Hogan Dam, which
is run by the Army Core of
Engineers tripled their re
lease of water from the dam.
Enough water flowed
out
of thecontinuously to till an
Olympic sized swimming
...
- seconds.
J
'
pooli in every
5
Historically, the Calaveras

oto

Dan

ammarano

River has, caused floods
in Linden and downtown
Stockton The problem was
solved when
-r
whenjjtf Stockton
D»verter Canal was built. T his
canal and the Old Cafeerasi;
River are what feed
through campus.
As reported in the Stock
ton Record, Ron Baldwin;
San Joaquin County's entergency services director, said
the water released from New
Hogan has put added pressure on levees along Mormon Slough and the Stockton
Diverting Canal.
Its well within channel
capacity, but it's a lot more
than what people are used
to seeing," Baldwin said.
"It there had been another
day of rain, I'm sure we'd be
talking about a much
i-.it-m.., situation."
serious

fo far, with all this rain,
nearly! $14 million in Public
Assistance Damages are
afflicting the San Joaquin
County- Emergency Protec
tive Measures account for 98
percent of these
numbers.
In the com
ing weeks as
smaller sections
of~~feve
expected to fad,
tins
number
will rise.
Should
Pa
cific
sEMfe
be concerned?
mm quick
^er is n0/ buy
it should remain
back of
ind. The!
^#ver
.pected
to peak and the
Army Core of
t
will
make frv to keen
jeve{s dow&BH
jju,

rjver

A Pacific junior
wished to remain amj
mous pointed out a
tilings that would happ,
the levee were to runt
the top of its banks, if
river floods on the q
side of campus; the to
houses, Theta Chi, Pjj
Safety, Physical Plant!
Monagan and Brooks®
screwed."
"However, if if fl^
the south mde'of cani]
the Greek Houses, ResidiJ"
Halls and all the other bj
ings with basements wool;
flood. Life on this campuj
would be in shambles.'
- Greg" Mateo, a Padfic
senior, said, "if the riiAt
floods campus, I am
; to sit-back and watch while]
partyig hard."
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worried about
all the water
in the levy?
By Tina Brahmar
Photographer

^ Photos by Tina Brehmer

Sigrid Eilers - "I have never
seen it this high in the 38 years
that I have lived in Stockton."
Eilers lives just a few blocks
away from campus and fre
quently walks through campus
to stroll the levi. She sees the
waters all the time. She says
she "trusts the strength of the
levi's but what does worry me
Ralph Black - Resident of is that the Hogan Dam which is
located in Calaveras, CA, and is
currently
at a 96% capacity/'The
capacity." The
U
n
d
MSaMBM ?hey1i°pad „
ates
of UOP
UOP
hogan dam is where our rivers
ates of
water
comes
and
are
"I trust the
from. She is
now both in
strength of the
involved
in
the Marine
many
environ
Corps. John levi's but what does
mental groups
is a captain
worry
me
is
that
and
she has
and Richard
the
Hogan
Dam
never
known
is security
the
Hogan
Dam
at an airport.
which is located in to exceed more
They
are
Calaveras, CA, is than about 85%
both in Iraq
currently at a 96% capacity.
right
now.
John
was
capacity."
also
the
Erik Mikusky
-Sigrid Eilers,
homecom
- Second year
ing
Stockton Resident pharmacy stu
the
dent: "No I'm
last football season that UOP
not worried, the rivers back
had.
home in Ventura are alot
Black has lived in the same
worse." (No Photo)
house for 45 years and the last
time he saw the river this high
was about ten years ago. He
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.
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"early 7 feet below the base of the bridge.
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you stand on the foot bridge
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Engineering Mana § e m e n t a n d S t r i P e Employee: 1
"l am not scared'1 ^ad about |
another dam that busted up

inch J m Jh

the way- That s"cks for them
but thats good for us "
—

7T
Vnd Te
inches to the waters surface. Last
time the water was this hieh.
Black jumped into the water and
tried to save someone who was
drowning. He said, "I have seen
alot, and that the river is not a
fear of mine."

by Tina Brehmer

A cur,oos spectator takes a picture of the river with his Yellow Lab

footbridge over last weekend.

on the

Camilla Savez - Resident of
Stockton and University of the
Pacific Professor of Civil En
gineering: "I am not worried
about it. The levis are designed
to carry a much greater flow
rate than now." (No Photo)

M U c e H i t

student of

Nick Gillett - Freshman stu
dent of Mechanical Engineer
ing. "I am waiting for ASUOP
to organize a river tubing trip."
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A media medley Seven little known facts
An odd-newo compendium
about Pacific: DHMO
By Don Slomin

Guest Writer

Well, it's official: the for
mer R&B artist Ernie K-Doe
has been announced as a
mayoral candidate for the
city of New Orleans. While
we've all seen entertainers
get into politics, like former
president Reagan, governor
Schwarzenegger and wrestler-turned-gov Jesse Ventu
ra, to name a few-Ernie KDoe's candidacy is notable
in one major respect: K-Doe
had passed away almost five
years ago. His widow, An
toinette K-Doe announced
his candidacy at a rally on
Saturday, saying "He gets
the job done. The guy has
soul." It's probably not the
first time a dead guy's been
on a ballot, but remember,
it's only fun and games
until someone actually gets

probe.com

Ernie K-Doe

re-election. Berlusconi hap
pens to be a billionaire media
mogul who owns three TV
stations in Italy, including the
one that broadcasts the Ital
ian version of Big Brother. Is
there some irony in that? I
can't tell. Irony always eludes
me somehow.

Silvio Berlusconi

By Kiloore Trout
Staff Writer

If there was any one thing
you learned from Mentor
Seminar I, it should be to
question everything. If there
was any one thing I learned
from Stockton, it's the water
tastes bad, the housing is
cheap, and Pacific is a great
place to be if you want a
great one-on-one education.
Other then that, every now
and then you need a little
bit of sarcasm in your life to
make it more interesting and
humorous.
This list is compiled in no
particular order.

For all those SIS students
1.
Dihydrogen monox
and others who may be plan ide is a cancerous chemical
ning trips to Indonesia: mind which has been known to
those PublicDisplays of Affec lead to severe tissue damage
tion that we take for granted if exposed to this chemical
in the States. The Indonesian for a long period of time.
city of Tangerang recently Secondly, Dihydrogen mon
enacted a law banning un oxide, commonly referred to
married people from kissing as DHMO, has "often been
on the lips for more than five associated with the killer
minutes in public places. The cyclones in the U.S. Mid
local government described west and elsewhere" says
the measure as an effort to the Dihydrogen Monoxide
Research Division. Lastly,
DHMO is one of the leading
causes of soil erosion and
most importantly, levee fail
ure.

"I hate having
to look at public
displays of
affection."

elected—then we the public
have to deal with whoever
we've put into office.
Ah, politics. In the recent
Italian election, contestants help curb street prostitution,
in that country's version of though it was unclear how
the TV show Big Brother authorities would determine
were allowed out of their whether two people were
24-hour a day monitored married or not. Neither was
studio/house in order to it mentioned if the kiss had to
vote for the next Italian Prime be a continuous, five-minute
Minister. I'm impressed that long one, or if officials would
contestants on Big Brother carry stopwatches to deter
would actually want to vote, mine the length of the kiss. As
when in this country people a freedom-loving American, I
are typically too busy watch say...great idea! I hate having
ing Big Brother to go out to look at PDA (of course, it's
and vote. Early reports are okay when I do it).
saying that the incumbent
Prime Minister, Silvio Ber
See MEDLEY page 10
lusconi, had lost his bid for

2.
Pacific keeps its
lawns so green because it wa
ters a majority of its grounds
with Dihydrogen monoxide
it extracts from the Calav
eras River. The University
has control over a pumping
station on the north side of
Knoles Field near the electri
cal substation which feeds
the campus irrigation system
everywhere but central cam
pus.
3.
The human body can
last three to five days with
out dihydrogen monoxide.
Approximately two-thirds
of a persons' body-weight is
dihydrogen monoxide with
our blood being 82 percent
DHMO and both our brain
and muscles being 75 percent
DHMO.
4.
DHMO freezes at
thirty-two degrees Fahren
heit. This is the perfect time
to be in Lake Tahoe to ski
on frozen DHMO. Another
small fact is what your par
ents usually tell you when_
you're a kid: "never eat offcolor snow."
5.
A student a few
years ago wrote a mentor
essay about where Stockton
gets their water from. This
student was told to read his
three-page essay aloud to the
class. To their amazement,

Lifestyles Editor Mikey Vu gazes out at the rushing DHMO.

this student had spent the
previous summer working
at a sewage water treat
ment plant and figured out
that the water that Stockton
pulls out of the ground to
use for drinking water may
be mixed with raw sewage,
which can lead to the water
in the city of Stockton tasting
horrible. The water isn't as
bad as third-world countries,
but it could be better.
6.
DHMO is also re
ferred to as water, and if
you haven't realized this yet,
perhaps you need to retake
Mentor. As the student men
tioned in my previous point
said to me, "I loved Mentor;
one of the things I learned
was to question everything,
and I thank UoP for that."
7.
If you have been
living in a box or haven't
stepped foot towards the
north side of campus, the
Calaveras river is awfully
high and will remain high till
later this week. Nick Hansen
has written a superb article
[center spread] regarding the
reasons for these high flows
and maybe will provide you
with some insight into the
DHMO flows around you.
Have an awesome week and
stay dry!

The Pacifican
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" Science vs. faith
A difference tn approach
tuality, the personal quest
to understand the timeless
questions. "Why am I here?"
"What is the universe?" "Is
there a god?" and "Why is
there only one decent taco
truck in all of Stockton?"
The Science and Faith
| Bv Morcel Gibson
deals are both human affairs,
Columnist
part of our natural instinct to
consummate our relationship
So my editor attended the with the universe around us.
Science vs. Faith lecture and So the scientist and the guru
came over for some pizza, are two human beings doing
a brew or two, and a little the same thing, observing
scolding from the Black Bear the universe, and search
from over yonder. The lec- ing for answers. In other
I ture was held in Olson hall, words, like the scientist and
I and sponsored by Newman guru, Science and Faith are
I House, but the great debate complementary, if not best of
I took place where the debacle bestest friends.
and debauchery shattered
Sure, one discipline uses
my dreams.
numbers, lab coats, and math
It started with a tasteless using letters, while the other
I joke by me, about g6d of is more about paradoxes
|course, for who better to be and meditating on the ener
I rude and crude about. For gies of the universe or god,
I'god is a comedian playing but it's really just a matter or
operation, how answers are
searched out.
"I imagine that
Take medicine, for exam
in 50 years, a lot ple. Pharmaceutical compa
of science will nies regularly send their sci
entist to deep jungles to meet
be considered
with real tribal witch doctors
politicized bull.99 and shamans in order to try
to find new and amazing in
gredients
to cure cancer and
to an audience too afraid
the
like.
And
then there's the
to laugh' and I imagine
placebo
effect,
where just
my joking about comitting
the
thought
of
being
healthy
unnatural acts with sheep
makes
the
sick
healthy,
wouldn't be half as bad as
what would come out of His though the spiritual would
(or Her) mouth with that say it has something to do
omniscient thing going on. I with evil and the cleansing
imagine god has seen stuff I the soul.
I imagine that in fifty years
can't even dream up. Come
from
now, a lot of what we
to think of it, that's probably
consider
to be science will be
a teeny bit of an understate
considered
complete and ut
ment.
ter
worthless
politicized bull.
The entire affair, even the
seen
it
with
the eugen
We've
•he itself, gave me the spins.
ics
phenomena
when
some
Srience versus Faith: why the
of
the
top
scientists
declared
versus?" True, when I think
of science I think of numbers, there was empirical proof to
jab coats, and a mad scientist determine race and what
building Frankenstein or the not. We're just now putting
fih generation hydrogen this whole global warming
jomb while screaming, "Rise scare on the chopping block.
And I imagine the fossil fuel
Imperialism, rise!"
Then there's faith or spiri
See DOGMA page 10

Th°ma Sand Geo,ffr ey bn-Cereghino (left and center) were joined b^"
idsfRobrrfc^T"
1
L
icist Kobert Meagher
from Lawrence
Livermore laboratories.
NBNRNTNRMC Panel sponsored1 by
L . N^man
KI
.House.
.
Meagher from
Lawrence Livermore

Seniors, Don't Miss Out on
COMMENCEMENT2006
Saturday May 20th 8:30 a.m.
at Alex G. Spanos Genter-^^.
Degrees will be
conferred at this
ceremony, so
pick-up your
tickets NOW
at the Box-Office!!!
Bring your
student I.D.!
For all the latest information go to
www.Dacific.edu/com m en c.em en t/
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DOGMA from page 9
thing will be debunked, be
cause no one has been able
to explain to me why fish
100 million years ago sunk
to the bottom of the ocean
when my goldfish died just
yesterday and is still floating
in my fish tank.
Faith can also go awry, es
pecially when exploited by
churches and indoctrination
institutions of religion. Was
it really necessary for Gali
leo to be condemned for his
discoveries? The condem
nation of interracial dating,
let alone marriage, is being
taught in some of America's
•T&rrfi&xs**-

Galileo Galilei

churches. And I will predict
that the whole "gay issue" as
an unnatural act in the faiths
of the East and an affront in
the faiths of the West will be
squashed during my lease on
this body, god willing.
Faith and science move
forward with each other,
because progress in one
certainly means progress in
another. This discovery of
the immensity of the uni
verse alone has changed the
spiritual landscape. On the
other hand, studying the
effects of negative and posi
tive thoughts which has long
been "practiced" in monas
teries is now being tested by
wacky quantum physicists.
And really, who the hell un
derstands how the universe
began, or why something
can fix someone while kill
another, and why my toilet
flushes in one direction but
it flushes a different direction
in Australia? Perhaps the lat
ter has been discovered, but
intuition starts sounding a
lot like faith, especially when
the scientists press upon us

in our classrooms that, "It's a
theory. It's the best explana
tion that we have now."
The fact of the matter is,
as human we have a very
limited, if not completely
absent, understanding of the
universe. So while scientists
throw sub-atomic particles
at each other in mile long
supercolliders, and all of a
sudden discovering photons
defying the laws of physics,
maybe faith's belief of the
hand of god is correct? And
when science finally loudly
proclaims that human be
ings are sex-feinds, maybe
this whole chastity and puri
tan show will be canceled for
church sanctioned orgies.
It comes down to this.
Claiming there's a great dif
ference between the goals of
science and faith is a very uncool negation of the infinite
amount of questions that re
main in our known universe.
There's way too much more
to discover out there, and so
far, humanity doesn't have
a clue. Hell, we don't even
know what's going on in our
own brains. There are too
many questions, too many
things to learn from both
disciplines, too many things
for both disciplines to learn
from each other, so the next
panel discussion should be
titled 'What the hell is go
ing on?' And it will feature
the top minds from all over,
meat-lovers pizza, and a
brew or two.

MEDLEY from page 8
A cop in Australia was
suspended for consulting
a supposed psychic during
the course of an investiga
tion into a death threat
made against Prime Minister
John Howard. An Austra
lian Federal Police (AFP)
spokesperson released a
statement reading in part,

«George

Bush
certainly isn't
Tom Cruise
"The AFP takes seriously
all allegations of misconduct
by officers, and does not
condone the use of psychics
in security matters." I'm
inclined to think they have
the right idea, so isn't it odd
that psychics are, occasion
ally, consulted by homicide
detectives in the US? It's
done rarely and usually
as an almost hopeless last
resort, but I think it's sur
prising that the idea isn't
dismissed outright. I mean,
I liked Minority Report and
everything, but that was just
a sci-fi flick and George Bush
certainly isn't Tom Cruise
(his approval rating would
be way higher if he was,
though).
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I was offended to read an
article in the April 6th is
sue titled "Townie Love."
As a native Stocktonian I
had never heard of the term
"Townie" until I came to this
campus last semester. My
friends explained to me that
"Townie" is a derogatory
term for Stocktonians. I don't
think it was appropriate to
perpetuate
the stereotype
that all Stocktonians "...are
on the well kind of on the
ghetto side". I don't classify
myself as ghetto, nor does
my local friends and family,
who enjoy walks on the
Calaveras. Stocktonians are
not animals and don't need
special treatment or pity from

the Pacific community with a
half cocked smile, just a com
mon respect for one another.
If the author of this article
ventured out with more then
just one or a few volunteer
activities, then the same
closed minded perspective
that was portrayed in this
article might not have ex
isted. I would of liked to see
an article about how one of
the Padfican writers actually
found out what it is like to be
a Stocktonian with an open
mind and change the per
spective of themselves and
the Parific community.
Their are no three-eyed
fish in the Calaveras.
Proud Stocktonian

Listen. Process. Help.

Life is complex. Prepare to help people
manage the challenges of life.
Azusa Pacific University's graduate
programs in Clinical Psychology offer:
• An APA-accredited Psy.D. Program
. M.A. in Clinical Psychology
(Marriage/Family Therapy emphasis)
• A curriculum that integrates spirituality
and values
• A blend of theoretical and practical e l e m e n t s
of psychology
. Alignment with current California licensure
requirements

The 2006SUMMER SESSIONS
Catalog is HERE and it's ONLINE!
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH30th
Copies are available in the Burns Tower Lobby and in the Pacific
Registrar s Office in Knoles Hall or go to www.pacific.edu/cpce
to view and download.

For more information about APU's graduate
psychology programs:
(8oo) 825-5278
www.apu.edu/education/tips
cadermatt@apu.edu (Psy.D.)
kakers@apu.edu (M.A.)
www.apu.edu/apply

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
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National League Predictions

Arash Scott Behnam

Ryan Mathews
olumnist
The turmoil that has
enveloped the Duke Univ^rsity campus in Durham,
North Carolina has taken a
dramatic turn. On March
13, the Men's Lacrosse team
held an off-campus party that
included underage drinking
and the hiring of an exotic
dancer. This women was paid
5400 to attend the party and
later called 911, reporting that
she was raped, sodomized,
beaten, and choked.
This became a racial issue
as the victim was of African
American descent and the
accused males are Caucasian.
The lacrosse team consists of
47 players and DNA samples
were taken from 46 of them
by means of rubbing a cotton
swab inside the cheek.
The victim reported that
her attackers were white and
the 47th member of the team
vas African American, so
he was not asked for a DNA
sample. The DNA results
were inconclusive.
The refusal to drop the case
will continue to keep tensions
high within the already tense
community. Protesters have
gathered at the house where
the incident occurred and
-undreds have also gathered
within the Duke community
to demonstrate their point
t iew on the situation. The
defense attorney for the play
ers has asked the accuser to
come forward with the whole
truth.
-he results of the DNA
-:s brought a sigh of relief
the Duke community
.-.use the results could not
:nk a single player to the
alleged victim. District At- rnev Mike Nifong wants
-: continue the investigation.
. ;fong has been very critical
end biased of the situation
:hout conclusive evidence
with his portrayal of the
acrosse team. "It doesn't
mean nothing happened, it
ust means nothing was left
ehind," said Nifong.

Nifong feels that it is im
portant that this trial con
tinues to be pushed, even
as he disregards the code
"Innocent until proven
guilty."
It almost seems that he is
deliberately attacking the
players at Duke. The team
has written only a four
paragraph statement about
the incident, and other than
that, they have chosen to
remain secretive about the
subject.
Lacrosse coach Mike
Pressler resigned, ending a
16-year tenure marked by
three Atlantic Coast Con
ference championships and
a trip to last year's national
final. The nationally-ranked
lacrosse team was forced
to forfeit the rest of their
season and no member of
the team is eligible for any
athletic awards this season.
Injuries were found
around the accuser's pel
vic area when she showed
up to the hospital, yet she
never mentioned who hurt
her, nor did she mention
anything about athletes and
Duke University. Players in
their statement mentioned
time-stamped photos of the
alleged victim re-entering
the house with a smile on
her face.
This subject has been a
topic not just in the sports
community, but in the
national community as
well. Duke has always
been noted to be an aca
demic sanctuary and a
place where athletics and
academics are held at the
highest prestige. This uni
versity is perceived as hold
ing the highest standards
in what they do, but this
accusation has smothered
any inclinations that they
uphold such standards.
People in the media and
other activists protesters
see this whole situation as
a racial problem. Because

the town of Durham is rich
in African American culture,
the media has made it clear
to the information-hungry
public that Duke University
is placed in a town
with
a
community
that is low in its average
income. The media exempli
fies that the attackers were
white and the alleged victim
was black. What should be
considered in this situation
is that race has nothing to do
with the situation. Although
this situation and its
followers might never
come to this realization, the
real problem is a term called
"group mentality." People
act differently in packs and
I think that all of the tension
was fueled by the alcohol and
a bunch of guys getting out of
control, and that is where the
focus should be.
Too many people are say
ing "what if she was white?"
and "what if the boys were
black?" It all comes down
to the mob mentality because
it is human nature to act in
packs.
What this case should ul
timately accomplish is that
the administration at any
university should be more
aware of the activities in or
about the university and
the athletic programs in the
universities. This trial is far
from over because DNA re
sults are not enough in the
mind of the District Attorney
in North Carolina. The trial
will continue to haunt the
players and their families un
til they are exonerated from
any allegations.
It has been a month since
the confrontation between
the players and the alleged
victim and no charges have
been filed, just a continuing
investigation by the DA. A
second set of DNA tests are
to be released, but there is no
determination on how impor
tant they will be to the case.

Sports Editor
For the first time since
most of us were in diapers,
the Atlanta Braves will not be
in the playoffs. The parody of
the national league will only
give way to what team stays
healthy. Health is a major
component of many teams
and the injury bug has struck
early and often.
In the end, the Giants led
by Barry Bonds will win the
World Series. Bonds will ride
into the sunset as arguably
the greatest player to have
ever played the game putting
an asterisk in the mouths of
all his critics.
New York Mets
The resurgence of Tom
Glavine and the additions
of marquee players will give
the Mets the title. Carlos Beltran is an enigma and batting
in front of Carlos Delgado
should help Beltran who
is already getting booed at
Shea stadium.
Atlanta Braves
The loss of Leo Mazzone
will hurt the organization for
many years to come, as he
was the best in the business.
It will be an uncomfortable
October for the Braves as
the streak ends and Brave
fans will have plenty of
time on their hands during
the playoffs. Chipper Jones'
luck keeps getting worse and
the young Braves will learn
many valuable lessons this
year.
Philadelphia Phillies.
If fantasy baseball won
championships the Phillies'
offense would be national
league champs. The Philles
can hit and that is about it.
Pitching is suspect and los
ing Billy Wagner to the Mets
obviously hurts and puts
Tom "Flash" Gorden from
setup to closer.
Washington Nationals
So for 10 million dollars
Alfonso Soriano swallowed
his pride and is now the
starting left fielder. Soriano
will not be enough and the
emergence of John Patter
son behind Livan Hernandez
in the rotation is nice and
enough to keep the Nats out

of the cellar.
Florida Marlins
The Marlins have been
down this road before, un
loading, rebuilding and win
ning a world series. This year
is the first year of the rebuild
ing process and with young
potential hall of farmer's D
train Willis and Miguel Ca
brera leading the Marlins,
Florida will be back on top in
a few years
Central
St. Louis Cardinals
Albert Pujols is starting to
hit his prime and his num
bers will continue to stay the
same leading the Cardinals
into the playoffs. Adding a
new stadium to baseball-rich
St. Louis will only help the
Cardinals win the central.
The pitching staff is solid and
Scott Rolen looks healthy.
Houston Astros.
Willy Taveras has been
getting a lot of hype for his
defense but if Taveras can get
on base consistently in front
of the two remaining killer
B's in Craig Biggio and Lance
Berkman. Preston Wilson
was an underrated pick up
and critical to the success of
the Astros. If Roger Clemens
comes back the Astros will
snatch the wild card.
Chicago Cubs
Cubs fans can only dream
of having the most talented
pitching staff in all of base
ball. With no Kerry Wood
and Mark Prior the Cubs can
settle for mediocre at best.
Derrick Lee is for real and
the Sac native will continue
to put astonishing fantasy
numbers.
Cincinnati Reds
Ken Griffy Jr. is back and if
you don't believe me, ask the
pitchers of the World Baseball
Classic. Bronson Arroyo's ar
rival could not have been
timelier and time will prove
that the Reds got the better
deal. The Reds will battle the
Cubs for third place.
Milwaukee Brewers
If the Brewers can keep
their homegrown products in
Milwaukee, the Brewers will
be a team to be reckoned with
in the future. The problem is
we are not in the future.
The left side of the infield
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Conitnued from page 1

IRVINE, CA. April, 10 - Ju
IRVINE,CA April,10. Freshman Joe Oliveira (San nior Gina Carbonatto (Lake
Diego, Calif..) was named Stevens, Wash.) was named
the Big West Conference the Big West Conference
Player of the Week for the Player of the Week for the
week of Apr. 3-9. Oliveira week of Apr. 3-9. Carbonatto
helped the Tigers take two reached base safely 10 out
of three from UC Davis over of 13 plate appearances in
the weekend to earn his first Pacific's opening weekend
of Big West action to garner
POW honor of his career.
For the weekend, Olivei her third POW honor of her
ra went 4-for-ll (.364) with career and first of the 2006
five RBI and two runs season.
Carbonatto did what she
scored, doing all of his dam
does
best against UC Santa
age in the Tigers' two extra
Barbara,
going 3-for-6 with
inning wins. On Saturday,
a
double
and seven walks,
Oliveira drove in the Tigers'
leading
to
her .769 on-base
lone run in regulation with
percentage.
For the weekend,
an RBI single in the fourth.
Carbonatto
drove
in one run
Later in the 10th inning,
and
scored
four
times.
Cur
he recorded his first extra
rently,
Carbonatto
sits
in
10th
base hit on the season with
place
overall
with
185
hits
in
a three-run triple to lead
just
under
three
seasons.
She
the Tigers to the 5-1 win.
On Sunday, Oliveira added sits just 46 hits shy of the allan RBI bases loaded walk time record set by Becky Suttin Pacific's four-run ninth, mann (1982-85), who finished
sending the game to extra her outstanding career with
innings. The Tigers claimed 231 hits.
On the season, Carbon
their second victory over
UC Davis in the 11th with a atto leads the Tigers in hitting
with a .412 batting average
score of 7-6.
On the season, Oliveira is and a .507 on-base percent
hitting .250 with six RBI and age. She has knocked out 47
hits on the season to lead all
three runs scored.
hitters in the Big West Confer
ence.
UNIVEHSITYOP THE

PACIFIC

will dominate for years in
Prince Fielder and Rickie
Weeks.
Pittsburgh Pirates
Why do they even play
baseball in Pittsburgh?
Does anyone outside of
Canada even care?
West
The San Francisco Giants
All the steroid contro
versy around Barry Bonds
will not stop Bonds or
the Giants in winning the
west but motivate. The
signing of Steve Finley
helps solidify the oldest
outfield in the majors. Matt
Morris's career is far from
over and if the Giants age
and health does not play
a factor, representing the
National League might not
be far fetched. Bonds will
have the last laugh and
will retire after this season
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as the home run champ and
World Series ring. 2006 will
be known as the year of the
anti-hero.
Los Angels Dodgers
Injuries to Jeff Kent, and
Raphael Furcal are not seri
ous but the same cannot be
said for Eric Gagne and Nomar Garciaparra. If healthy
Brad Penny is the 2nd best
starting pitcher in the west.
San Diego Padres
Jake Peavy is becoming
the best in the business and
the San Diego offense is
potent at times but last year
western division champion
ship was more a fluke in a
weak injury filled division.
With that said if the Giants
and Dodgers cannot stay
healthy, the Padres will re
peat.
Arizona Diamondbacks
The Dbacks have three
nice young bats waiting in

the minors in Stephan Drew,
Carlos Quentin and Justin Up
ton. Add in another two young
bats already in the lineup in
Chad Tracy and Connor Jack
son and you have yourself a
fine hitting nucleolus for years
to come. Brandon Webb is un
derrated
Colorado Rockies
The Rockie Mountain high
of championships is long gone
and this year will be like last
year. Pitching in Coors is like
trying to work on your tan in
hell but Jason Jennings has had
success. Todd Helton continues
to find the alley and the only
big name in a Rocky uniform.
Playoffs
St. Louis Cardinals over New
York Mets
San Francisco Giants over
Houston Astros
Giants over Cardinals
World Series
Giants over White Sox
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